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Trip Programme
TRIP DATE

31 January

TRIP DETAILS

BOOKING INFORMATION

Lake Puketirini

Dianne Lee
Bookings not required – just turn up

Huntly
14 February

Luck at Last

Jenny West
Phone/Txt : 027 611 0550
Email : tsew.ynnej@gmail.com
Open : Monday 1 February @ 6pm
Keith Wilkinson
Phone : 07 847 4399
Txt : 027 366 6194
Open : Monday 15 February @ 6pm

Whangamata
28 February

14 March

Valley Walks
Kauaeranga Valley
/Pinnacles Walk
Thames
Tiritiri Matangi
Auckland

28 March

Waihaha Hut
Pureora Forest Park

11 April

Broken Hills
Collins Drive
Tairua

25 April

9 May

Dickeys Flat
Waikino
Reservoir Loop Rd
Paeroa
Hakarimata
Southern Loop
Ngāruawāhia

Colin & Margaret Standing
Phone 07 855 1335
Txt : 027 326 6886
Email : standings@xtra.co.nz
Open : Monday 1 February
Close : Friday 12 February
Colin Standing
Phone 07 855 1335
Txt : 027 326 6886
Email : standings@xtra.co.nz
Open : Monday 15 March at 6pm
Colin Standing
Phone : 07 855 1335
Txt : 027 326 6886
Email : standings@xtra.co.nz
Open : Monday 29 March @ 6pm
Grant Svendsen
Phone/Txt: 021 047 6518
Email : gsveny@gmail.com
Open : Monday 12 April @ 6pm
Emma Juggins
Phone/Txt: 027 612 6228
Email : jugginsemma@gmail.com
Open : Monday 26 April @ 6pm
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Emergency Information
Wanderers’ trips occasionally return up to an hour or more beyond the stated return
time given in the Bulletin. This happens due to the variable nature of the tramp, the
weather and the people on the tramp. However, in the event of a trip being seriously
held up (possibly two hours after the time indicated), communication will be made
through the Operations Room, Central Police Headquarters, Hamilton.
Trip Bookings
Remember that any default in notifying the leader of cancellation of bookings renders
you liable for the cost of the trip.
Responsibility
"Whilst the committee will take all reasonable care to ensure the safety of
participants on trips, the participants themselves undertake such trips entirely at their
own risk and no responsibility will be accepted for accidents, injury, loss, delays or
other misadventures which may occur or happen to members while on trips arranged
by the Group."
[Constitution, Rule 29]
Booking Information
Bookings for trips open two weeks before the trip date. Please choose a suitable time

to ring the number given. Avoid early morning weekday calls and alternative calls to
place of employment. If, after booking, you are unable to go on a trip, please cancel
promptly so that your place may be reallocated.
It is essential that at least 24 hours’ notice of cancellation be given.
Default in cancelling may render you liable for the cost of the trip.
If you check the programme you will see that each walk or tramp is graded 1, 2 or
3. These “gradings” are defined here:
Grade 1 (easy): A tramp on fairly level formed tracks, duration 4+ hours and where
there may be the option of returning by the same track.
Grade 2 (moderate): A tramp of 5-6 hours, often on less well-formed tracks, or on offtrack routes; can involve river crossings, or short sections of steep terrain.
Grade 3 (fit): Can be over 6 hours duration, tramping on either formed tracks or offtrack routes, river crossings, steep terrain, snow conditions.
You will enjoy a tramp better if your level of fitness isn't of concern to you.
NOTE:
Until further notice all trips will leave from the Community Living Trust
carpark, Collingwood Street. Park free on Collingwood Street on the road.
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President’s Ponderings
Welcome to the first of the 2021 tramping bulletins. I hope you all had an enjoyable
Christmas and New Year, well rested and ready to get back on the track.
This bulletin has a great mix some new, some old and some challenges. There is a
chance to get wet and possibly have a swim. Some of our trips have a bit of travel so
start early, but we can guarantee you will have an enjoyable day. The Tiritiri Matangi
trip needs booking in early and full payment when you booking due to the ferry, this
is a very early start.
On any trip remember a change of clothes and boots please, book early as the vans
are filling up quickly on most trips.
Some of the trips will require email follow up closer to the time as they were not fully
surveyed before going to press. So, keep an eye on the website and emails.
The new committee are up and running so please support us.
See you on the track starting from Sunday 31 January

Dianne

PLEASE NOTE
As New Zealand banks are phasing out the use of cheques
the club will no longer be accepting cheques as payment for trips and events

Hobsonville Arts Trail - December 2020
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Gear list
•

Lunch, snacks - plenty

•

Lots of drinking water - in an unbreakable bottle. Take
plenty in summer when it is hot – at least 2 litres.

•

Raincoat or waterproof jacket with a hood or separate rain hat

•

Extra warm layer in case it gets cold or we need to stop for some
reason

•

A torch - just in case

•

Plastic bag (or similar) to sit on when having lunch. Keeps
you dry when sitting

•

Toilet paper

•

Personal First-Aid Kit – including emergency blanket

•

Emergency Contact/Medical Details form: keep in a zip lock bag in a front
pocket of your back-pack

•

Whistle

•

In winter include : warm hat, gloves, an extra warm
layer, thermos (optional - but nice)

•

In summer include : sunhat, sunscreen, sunglasses

•

Money to cover tramp cost

•

Extra money if you wish for coffee/ice cream etc on way home

•

Leave a spare change of clothing, including footwear, in the van. This is in
case you get wet, hot or dirty and need to change

Optional Extras:
• Gaiters (good in muddy, stony or prickly conditions)
•

Walking poles (useful on uneven terrain and when
crossing rivers)
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Where We Are Going
Sunday 31 January

Huntly

Grade 1

Trip # 1107 - A Ramble Around Lake Puketirini
First trip of the year is a social ramble to start the year off gently, just turn up at the
carpark in Collingwood Street and carpool. The walk will take about 1-2 hours
(approx. 4km). Easy track, mostly open with no shade. We will start with morning
tea then make our way at a leisurely pace around the lake taking some off chutes for
fun. Back to the cars for possibly an early lunch by the lake then an ice cream on the
way home.
Lake Puketirini is at Huntly, on
the western side of the Waikato
River. It is a man-made lake
developed from a disused coal
mine pit and is part of
Puketirini, a Waikato District
Council owned park. It is 64m
deep at its deepest point and is
used for many activities such as
swimming, kayaking, waka
ama, scuba dive training,
boating and water skiing.

Depart:

8.30am

Return:

Early afternoon

Cost:

$5.00 to the driver

Leaders:

Dianne & Friends

Bookings:

Not required – Just turn up
Contact
Dianne Lee
Phone/Txt
027 272 6617
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Sunday 14 February

Whangamata

Grade 1+

Trip # 1108 - Luck at Last Mine
As far as I’m are aware we have not been here for a very long time, if ever. It will be
an early start due to the distance to travel in the vans.
Parts of the mine area are deemed archaeological historical sites. Easy, flat walk to
the Luck at Last mine battery site with lots of ruins and equipment. This is one of the
best preserved old mining sites on the Coromandel. A network of tracks explores the
mine area. A well sign posted track in the forest provides a scenic walk to old gold
mine ruins where you can view old mining relics.
Winding through a scrubby, harvested forest landscape, the initially unformed track
soon descends to the old level carriageway bounded by native trees and the
Wharekawa Stream. There might be opportunity for a quick dip in the stream
depending on time. We will be walking 5-6 hours and possible ice cream stop on way
home…so bring a change of clothes and extra money.
Depart:

7.30am

Return:

6pm approx

Cost:

$25.00 (members)
$30.00 (non-members)

Leaders:

Keith & Friends

Bookings:

Open
Contact
Phone/txt
Email

Monday 1 February @ 6pm
Jenny West
027 611 0550
tsew.ynnej@gmail.com
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Thames

Grades 1.5 & 3

Trip # 1109B - Kauaeranga Valley - Grade 1.5
Today we venture back in time to the lovely Kauaeranga Valley situated behind
Thames. This was once a very busy place where kauri timber and kauri gum were
extracted.
Starting at the information centre and DOC park
headquarters (morning tea and toilets). Then we
will drive up the valley visiting small walks to places
of interest. One smallish hill to climb with a great
view. Coming back down the valley we will visit
Hoffmans Pool and you might like to refresh in the
crystal waters.

Trip # 1109A - Pinnacles – Grade 3
We will start this track at the road-end carpark at
the foot of the ranges, 9km (of unsealed road)
from the Kauaeranga Valley Visitor's Centre.
This popular and interesting walk will go to the
Pinnacles Hut, and if time allows for those who
wish on to the summit of the Pinnacles. Here on a clear day you will have spectacular
views of the Coromandel Peninsula. The ascent from the start to the summit is just
over 500 metres, mostly over high steps and stairs so your legs will get a workout. The
terrain is mixed and challenging.
Track option will be decided by the leader who will be confirmed closer to the date.
For both trips bring lunch, plenty of water to drink, sunhat and extra money for on
the way home.
Depart:

7.30am

Return:

5.30-6pm

Cost:

$25.00 (members)
$30.00 (non-members)

Leaders:

G1 – Dianne & Friends
G3 – TBC

Bookings:

Open
Contact
Phone
Txt

Monday 15 February @ 6pm
Keith
07 847 4399
027 366 6194
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Sunday 14 March

Auckland

Grade 1

Trip # 1110 - Tiritiri Matangi Island
Tiritiri Matangi is a pest-free, wildlife sanctuary, which is located in the Hauraki Gulf. 'It is one
of the most important and exciting conservation projects in New Zealand.'
As there is only room for 24 passengers in two vans, bookings will be restricted to members
only and full payment to the Treasurer is required to confirm your booking. Seats will fill
up fast so you will need to book this in promptly if you wish to go.
The plan is to meet at the usual place in Collingwood Street, at depart at 7am to drive to
Gulf Harbour where we take the 9.50am ferry to the Island, a trip of about 20 minutes. When
we arrive there is a 90 minute guided walk available - this must be booked when booking in
for the trip. Volunteers give very useful information about the various birds and where they
can be found. There will still be some time afterwards to wander freely about the island and
if the weather is good to have a swim. The ferry leaves the island at 3.30 pm.
Important:
• The vans have to leave at 7am promptly, we can't wait for any late comers
• The last ferry leaves the island at 3.30pm, it also doesn't wait for any late arrivals
• No food or drink available so bring your own food and lots of water to drink
• Check your packs, boots and poles to make sure that you do not carry in any mice,
rats or weed seeds
• We have to pay in full when we book the boat, that is why we need early bookings
with full payment from members.
Depart:
Return:
Cost:

Payment:

Leaders:
Bookings:

7am sharp
6pm approx
Total Cost for Wanderers' adult members
• boat and fare for van = $100
• boat + guided walk and fare for van = $110
Total Cost for Wanderers' child members:
• boat and fare for van + $60
• boat and fare for van and guided walk $60
Colin Standing: (Treasurer)
Bank a/c number 03 0306 0208429-000
Please put your name as reference
Margaret & Colin Standing
Open
1st February
• Full payment by 14th February
• No late bookings accepted
• The first 24 members to pay will be on the trip
• Bookings without payment will be invalid
Contact
Margaret Standing
Phone :
07 855 1335 | Txt 021 253 1105
Email
standings@xtra.co.nz
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Pureora

Grade 2

Trip # 1111 - Waihaha Hut - Pureora Forest Park
The van takes us to the carpark on the Waihaha River via the Taupo Western Bypass
(toilets available). This track is a shared use walk/bike track so some care will be
needed.
This is an easy lovely summer walk alongside the Waihaha River and wanders through
shrubland and dense podocarp forest before reaching the gem of a hut on a clearing
overlooking the river. We retrace our footsteps back to the van. The track takes about
three hours each way and has been a favourite of Wanderers in the past. The trip is
graded 2+ due to distance not hill climbing.
Expect to walk about 7 hours including lunch and stops.

Depart:

7.30am

Return:

7pm

Cost:

$25.00 (members)
$30.00 (non-members)

Leader:

Colin Standing and Friends

Bookings:

Open
Contact
Phone
Txt
Email

Monday 15 March at 6pm
Colin Standing
07 855 1335
027 326 6886
standings@xtra.co.nz

Wanderers members can receive up to 15%
discount off purchases in store at
Bivouac, 311 Barton Street, Hamilton
Just mention you are a Wanderers TC member
to receive your discount on non-sale items
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Sunday 11 April

Tairua

Grade 1+ & 2+

Trip # 1112B - Broken Hills - Grade 1+
Today we travel over the Kopu-Hikuai Highway 25. On reaching Prescotts Garage
Corner we turn left and head up Puketui Road to the bridge and road end. We have
a few choices, one being going along Water Race Track then climbing up to Collins
Drive (very long tunnel – torch required) then either continuing and coming back on
a loop track or retracing the same route. There are lots of other historical places to
look at and we will endeavour to do so.

Trip # 1112A - Collins Drive – Grade 2+
Starting from the Puketui Valley Road end (probably park van in DOC campsite) it’s
about 400m walk along the road for a quick look at the remains of the Government
Battery. From here it’s just a few metres more to start the climb up the hill. The climb
is steady with steps in places and takes about 1 hour. Don't be put off, there will be
plenty of time to climb this hill slowly. At the top of the hill, it’s well worth the extra
5 minutes climb to the lookout for great views. Walking further around the hill brings
us to the western end of Collins Drive. This 500m long tunnel was driven through the
hill in a fruitless attempt to find a payable quartz reef. You will need a good torch, but
underfoot is a good boardwalk – something warm to wear may also help as the
through wind can be cool. Part way through, another dead end drive takes off to the
left. Almost at the eastern end of the tunnel a boarded-up cross drive gives some
viewing possibilities to the huge amount of work done. Once out into the light again
we track down the hill and turn right to the Third Branch Track following alongside
the Tairua River before climbing up a bit to the Water Race Tunnels Track. This follows
the old water race that fed water to the Broken Hills Battery. This picks up the Main
Range Track with a short walk back to the van.
Expect to walk about 5 hours including lunch and stops.
Depart:

7.30am

Return:

6pm approx

Cost:

$25.00 (members)
$30.00 (non-members)

Leaders:

G1+ Keith & Friends
G2+ Colin Standing & Grant Svendsen

Bookings:

Open
Contact
Phone
Txt
Email

Monday 29 March @ 6pm
Colin Standing
07 855 1335
027 326 6886
standings@xtra.co.nz
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Waikino/Paeroa

Grades 1+ & 3

Trip # 1113B - Crown Track to Dickey’s Flat – Grade 1+
This track showcases beautiful scenery, good swimming holes and interesting mine
relics. It passes the remains of the extensive Karangahake Mines, with optional short
side trips to view tunnels and the impressive Woodstock Underground Pumphouse.
Further up the Crown Track follows a pipeline and other relics from the gold mining
days.
A torch is recommended for a 200m tunnel on this track. Weather permitting there
could be a swimming opportunity as well. Walk time approx. 5 hours with lunch and
stops for diversions. Possible ice cream stop on way home.

Trip # 1113A - Reservoir Loop Road – Paeroa – Grade 3
This tramp is in the hills east of Paeroa starting from the end of Old Reservoir Road.
After crossing the Taratiki stream we take a left fork onto a track heading up a ridge
through mixed native bush and then downhill past the site of an old scouts hut, across
a small stream and then up hill to a fenceline where we climb over into a paddock,
which will be our lunch spot. After lunch we head along this fenceline for about
50mtrs or so and climb over the fence and re-enter the bush. It is all downhill from
here, sometimes steeply, until we hit the Taratiki stream again and head back to the
van.
This is a strenuous tramp which could take 6 hours walking time.

Depart:

7.30am

Return:

5-6pm approx

Cost:

$25.00 (members)
$30.00 (non-members)

Leaders:

G1 – Dianne & Friends
G3 – Grant & Ron

Bookings:

Open
Contact
Phone/txt
Email

Monday 12 April @ 6pm
Grant
021 047 6518
gsveny@gmail.com
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Ngaruawahia

Grade 2

Trip # 1114 - Hakarimata Southern Loop
We will drive to Ngaruawahia and park in Brownlee Avenue. It’s a 335 metre
climb up 1349 steps, but we will have plenty of time. Once we get to the top
of the steps we can relax and go to the summit tower, 374 metres above sea
level. The tower may provide good views out towards the coast and across the
Waikato Basin and down to Ruapehu on a clear day.
Our return will be via the southern section of the Hakarimata Walkway, near
the end of the walk there are picnic tables where we can have lunch before
starting the final walk onto the Waingaro Road. A short walk along this road
takes us back to the carpark.

Depart:

8am

Return:

2-3pm approx

Cost:

$25.00 (members)
$30.00 (non-members)

Leaders:

Emma & Carol

Bookings:

Open
Contact
Phone/txt
Email

Monday 26 April @ 6pm
Emma Juggins
027 612 6228
jugginsemma@gmail.com
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Where We W ent
Sunday 6 September

Tauranga

Otanewainuku
Three vans with drivers were waiting, in readiness for the drive to Otanewainuku. The
NZ COVID-19 Alert Level in place required passengers on the vans to wear masks and
seating was arranged with social distancing, so there were less people in each van.
On arrival, the G2s set off as soon as
possible, as they had further to walk
and planned to have morning tea on
the way, I understand that the G2s set
off at a brisk pace, stopped for a quick
morning tea and headed up hill, on the
loop track, to the Otawa lookout. Then
they went downhill back to the starting
point, crossed the road and walked to the Whataroa Falls.
The G1s had more time, so
were able to sit at a convenient
picnic table and eat a leisurly
morning tea before beginning
the walk. We set off at a
manageable pace, mostly
uphill, through lovely bush, to
the Otawa look out; it was a
fairly cold day which made for
pleasant walking.
Some trampers climbed to the lookout, hoping for a view, but it was too cloudy to see
much. The group then headed down and returned to our picnic table, to enjoy our
lunch. Afterwards, we crossed the road and did the Nature Loop Track which was easy
walking and very worth while. The highlights of the day were seeing a couple of
friendly robins and viewing some splendid large, old rimus and other native trees.
When every one was back at the vans, we drove to the Oropi Hot Pools; where some
enjoyed the warm water and others a coffee, or an ice cream. Then we headed for
home. A very enjoyable day.
Thanks to the six drivers, the leaders and all who participated in the days' activities.
Margaret
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Sunday 20 September

Port Waikato

Waikato Heads
36 eager trampers set off on a chilly morning for the sand dunes of Port Waikato. A
brief period of rain didn't dampen our spirits and
we enjoyed the scenic portion of the new Taupiri
Expressway that we had previously walked during
its formation.
Our first stop at Port Waikato was for morning
tea in the beautiful gardens at Cobourne Reserve
which are maintained by the residents. Then off
to Sunset Beach where recent erosion is evident.
At Maraetai Bay we divided into two
groups of those who wanted to go as
far as possible to where the Waikato
River and ocean meet in a flurry of
waves and those who preferred to
view it from a distance. Lunch was a
welcome stop in the sand dunes which
sheltered us from the full force of the
persistent wind. Our return to the vans
along the shore line was a race with the incoming tide as we attempted to keep
footwear dry. Some succeeded by scrambling up the sand banks and others were
caught by a sudden surge.
Pokeno was the ice cream and sausage
stop and then Tony arranged another
series of stops of historic highlights
featuring Pou (carved poles) high on a
ridge
overlooking
the
Taupiri
Expressway, Huntly Twin Towers and
surrounding countryside. We also
explored sites in the vicinity of Taupiri
Mountain where a farm is now a
reserve where pou, barricades and carvings have been erected where pa sites
formerly existed. Well worth a visit but not advertised to the general public.
Many thanks to those involved in giving us such an informative and enjoyable day.
Joan Pavreal
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Sunday 18 October

Pukekohe

Around Town Walking Trail
The trail started at the railway station, passing along Harris Street through Bledisloe
Park for a lazy morning tea in Samuel Miller Reserve. Continuing on through quiet
roads with many fine new properties, the trail headed towards Pukekohe Hill but
diverted to miss the steepish push to the top. We passed market garden paddocks
with some original homesteads and Nehru Hall (a meeting place for the many Indian
market gardeners).
The trail changed in character through large areas of not so pretty urban new housing
development and then followed the very pleasant Whangapouri Creek for some
distance, before stopping for lunch amongst the trees adjacent to Paerata Road and
the welcome convenience of New World. After lunch the trail continued through
Ernie's Reserve and native bush to the top of Cape Hill with panoramic views. The trail
concluded through urban streets back to the vans and the mandatory stop at Pokeno
for you know what!
A great days walk to somewhere new, thanks to the leaders.
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Sunday 1 November

Kaimai

Wairere Falls – G1
Nine trampers left Hamilton at 7.30am and headed to Wairere Falls, on the way there
the sky looked moody. After morning tea we set off at a very leisurely pace, enjoying
the birdsong and bush. We soon encountered lots of huge moss-covered boulders,
tree roots and rocks and we took our time to safely navigate these obstacles.
We crossed over wooden bridges and climbed up wooden stairs to reach the falls
lookout, which was impressive as there had been lots of rain on the previous day. We
noticed that at the top of the falls the water seemed to be blowing upwards! We then
made our way up the second half of the track to the summit and the top of the
waterfall.
We lunched in the sunshine next to the river and away from the edge of the waterfall.
After lunch a few of us put on our raincoats and made our way over rocks and through
muddy puddles to the viewing platform. We had a brief moment to take some photos
when the wind blew the waterfall away from the platform, then suddenly the wind
changed direction and blew the water onto the platform and we got absolutely
drenched, but it was worth it for the view! We carefully navigated our way down the
mountain and we all arrived safely back at the van.
Thank you to Dianne for leading this wonderful hike.
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Sunday 1 November

Kaimai

Te Tuhi - G3
10 trampers signed on for this tramp. The day started overcast/possibility of a shower.
Arriving at the Te Tuhi Road end about 08:25, the group was ready and off at 08:45.
The track started on the farm road and after a few electric fence crossings and styles,
entered lush farmland that was undulating and steepish in parts with lots of
interesting boulders along the way. The track then entered the bush across a stream,
with no need to accept the help of the rope assistance. Then the big slog up the hill.
Although hot work crossing the farmland, the temperature dropped as the wind
increased, as we climbed higher.
There was a chance for an impressive view across the Hauraki Plains into the distance.
Once over the top the going was much easier, and we reached the North South
junction after about 2 1/2 hours. A short break and on along the sometimes-muddy
North South Track to reach the hut for a well-earned lunch. Back on the track again
at about 12:45 to retrace our steps. A total of about About 7 1/4 hours tramping
including lunch etc. All agreed a good workout found a few unwary joints and muscles.
A great day out thanks to Ray and Grant.
Colin

Te Whare Okioki - Te Tuhi – G3
I had heard stories about the new Te Whare Okioki, and wanted to see it for myself. I
had heard it was about 3 hours walk from several entry points to the Kaimais, so
proposed going in up the Te Tuhi track, about an hour’s drive from Hamilton. I knew
the first hour or so up that track was steep, but once you got to the top the rest of
the way was relatively flat. I also knew from experience that the flat areas in the part
of the Kaimais can be very boggy.
Grant and I did a survey a couple of weeks before the assigned date for this Grade 3
Club trip, and found that the track was relatively dry. We made good time, found that
the hut was indeed worth visiting, and had perfect weather.
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On Sunday, we met at the vans, with 10 of us ready for our challenge, with the rest
going in another van to Wairere Falls, a relatively easy tramp, that still climbs 300m.
We were a disparate mob, but I felt we would all be up to the walk. The 7:30 start
gave us a bit of extra time if we needed it. As we approached the hills we were a bit
disappointed to see the thick clouds on the tops, although the lower slopes were
relatively clear. A lack of wind made it less likely the tops would clear.
My plan was to get us over the fields and up the worst of the climb to have morning
tea about 10am at a clearing with a view over the valley below. The timing was good,
but by the time we arrived there the wind was so strong we had to search for shelter
in the bush further up. Not a nice picnic spot but I know some people need to recharge
their stomachs about 10am. About 15 minutes further on we reached the top.
Progress became faster, except that the “relatively dry” track of our survey had
become quite wet and slippery. Some of us came home needing to clean more than
just our boots!
The stream crossings were easy – water just deep enough to wash our boots. 11am
saw us at the North-South track, with an hour to go to the hut. Perfect timing. More
sliding and boot washing, and a few hills to surmount. But relatively small ones. The
cloud had lifted, and gaps with sunshine appeared occasionally. Relatively fine, but
not the glorious weather of the survey.
The hut structure was intriguing. Concrete panels, but very light ones. A concrete slab
floor, but sitting on a very few steel piles. We had lunch on the very large covered
terrace, to shelter from the wind.
I had stiffened up during lunch, but pushed on. The pace seemed to be slower than
before, but we made good time back to the junction. Colin wondered whether to
reduce his clothing layers, but I said there is a lot of downhill coming up, to which he
pointed out that we were about to climb a hill. I soon realised what he meant. As I
pushed my way up slippery slopes I wondered how I could have ever thought that this
part of the Kaimais was “flat”!
The graph of altitude versus time shows the reality. The slopes on the
tops are just as steep as the ascent after the farm. They just don’t last
as long. But when you are already tired, 30m of vertical steepness
requires energy you don’t want to spend. Relatively flat, but still not
just a walk in the park.

A pause on the way down at the view point refreshed us a little and we arrived at the
van about 4pm, stiff, perhaps sore, but with a shared feeling of accomplishment.
Ray Hoare
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Pukekohe

Mt William
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Auckland

Hobsonville Art Trail
This walk was completely different from the usual tramps. The weather had been fine
and warm for the survey and it would have been lovely if that had been so on the
Sunday. We could have enjoyed the sun, as well as the art work and cafes. But it was
not to be, it was mostly raincoat weather.
However, it was an interesting day. It was a fairly long van journey, so the leader had
designed a fun quiz, for use on the way, with edible rewards for the right answers!
After the vans had been parked safely near the Information Centre most of the group
headed for the Catalina Cafe. The coffee was good and so were the eats. Reluctantly
we left the warmth and headed out into the rain to Hobsonville Point which at one
stage had been an Air Force base.
Now there are many modern houses, most with virtually no gardens, to maximize the
space. We walked along the West and East Sunderland Bridges which were built
above the ground, so that users could experience being in the treetops among the
birdlife. We passed the very fine, historic Mill House and headed, along the coastal
path towards the Farmers' market. It was a little early for eating lunch but some of us
still managed it! There was a festive atmosphere with a band playing and people
milling around, looking for goodies.From there we continued our walk, along the
Boundary Road track until we reached, what used to be the Rifle Range. Eventually
we came back, full circle, to the Information Centre. By then it was raining very
heavily, so it was decided to complete our planned route in the vans.
Some of the most significant things we saw were the two Childrens' Parks, plus the
Guardian and the Estuarine.The Hobsonville Point Park and Playground and Harrier
Point Park were both very innovative and very child focused. The latter had a 10 metre
high, pied, shag sculpture which was also a slide. Some of our group had to test this
out and there were a few screams of excitement – or maybe fear!
The Estuarine in Launch Road was very impressive. Designed by Louise Purvis and
made of steel and red scoria it was inspired by Hobsonville Point's waterways. There
are two more feature that are worth a mention. The Tree Cosy in Launch road which
was reminiscent of similar trees, seen during Lock Down. Also walking through the
mangroves was an unusual experience
It was a very good excursion, everyone had a great day. We even stopped for ice
creams in Pokeno!
Margaret Standing
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Christmas Lunch

Taitua Arboretum/Hamilton Gardens
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